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DETAILED ACTION

1 . This office action is in response to communication filed on 05/01/2007.

2. Claims 3-12,15-19 and 22-25 have been withdrawn. Claims 14, 20, and

30 have been cancelled. Claims 1, 2, 13, 21, 26-29, and 31 are presented for

examination.

3. Amendments to the claims have been entered and considered.

Claim Rejections - 35 (JSC S 103

The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for

all obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or

described as set forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject

matter sought to be patented and the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole
would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person having ordinary

skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived

by the manner in which the invention was made.

4. Claims 1, 2, 13, 21, and 26-28, are rejected under 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Bendinelli et al (Patent Number 6,061, 719 hereinafter

Bendinelli) in view ofSitnik (Patent Number 6,160,570 hereinafter Sitnik).

In reference to claim 1, Bendinelli teaches an information providing system

comprising: an information providing means having means for storing a customer

information data representing attributes of a customer (i.e. storing data regarding

sites of interest to the customer) (col. 5 lines 50-54), means for generating a first

information data reflecting a pre-determined advertisement (i.e. does the

customer want to continue seeing the pre-determined advertisement) (col. 4 lines

45-67 and col. 5 lines 50-54), means for generating a customer-specific

advertisement data (i.e. customer views the advertisement of interest and the
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ongoing display of advertisements is stopped) (col. 4 lines 45-67) based at least

in part, on said customer information data (i.e. data regarding sites of interest to

the customer) (col. 5 lines 50-54) and said first information (i.e. the customer

selects to continue viewing a particular advertisement) (col. 4 lines 45-67), and

including a communication address corresponding to said customer (i.e. an

embedded URL in the television signal for display on a different window) (col. 6

lines 31-39), a first information transfer path (i.e. television program sent via an

antenna, a cable network, or a satellite receiver) (col. 5 lines 7-13) for

transmitting said first information data to a plurality of destinations, and a second

information transfer path for transmitting said customer-specific advertisement

data to a destination based on said communication address (column 2 lines 24-

30 and column 6 lines 31-39) (which disclose that when a tuner card is used, the

television picture is displayed in one window on the computer and the URL and

webpage are displayed in another window, and therefore, the set top box would

need to have the communication address of the computer on which to show this

information on in different windows. Even in general, when a person watches a

pay per view movie from a set top box, the cable company needs to know the

destination address where this programming will be sent, so Bendinelli's set top

box can provide the destination address where the video should be sent and the

set top box can provide the address of a computer where the information can be

displayed); and an information receiving terminal constructed and arranged to

receive said first information data and said customer-specific advertisement data

via said first and second information transfer paths respectively (i.e. a television
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or computer) (col. 5 lines 33-40 and col. 5 lines 67 to col. 6 lines 11), wherein

said first information transfer path, and said second information transfer paths

are different from one another (i.e. a television or computer) (col. 5 lines 33-40

and col. 5 lines 67 to col. 6 lines 1 1 ).

Bendinelli does not teach attributes of a customer including at least one

from the group consisting of the customer's age, customer's nationality, and

customer's gender. Sitnik teaches attributes of a customer including at least one

from the group consisting of the customer's age (col. 1 lines 58 to col. 2 lines 4),

customer's nationality, and customer's gender (col. 1 lines 58 to col. 2 lines 4). It

would have been obvious to modify Bendinelli to include customer attributes such

as the customer's age and gender to allow for better customer targeting for

advertisers.

5. In reference to claims 2 and 21 , Bendinelli teaches an information

providing system, method, and code comprising: a first information providing

means and code for transmitting to a plurality of destinations via a first

information transfer path, a first information data reflecting a pre-determined

advertisement (i.e. television program sent via an antenna, a cable network, or a

satellite receiver) (col. 5 lines 7-13); a second information providing means and

code having means for storing a customer information data representing

attributes of a customer (i.e. storing data regarding sites of interest to the

customer) (col. 5 lines 50-54), and having means for generating and transmitting,

via a second information transfer path, customer-specific advertisement data

having a destination address corresponding to said customer (column 2 lines 24-
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30 and column 6 lines 31-39) (which disclose that when a tuner card is used, the

television picture is displayed in one window on the computer and the URL and

webpage are displayed in another window, and therefore, the set top box would

need to have the communication address of the computer on which to show this

information on in different windows. Even in general, when a person watches a

pay per view movie from a set top box, the cable company needs to know the

destination address where this programming will be sent, so Bendinelli's set top

box can provide the destination address where the video should be sent and the

set top box can provide the address of a computer where the information can be

displayed), said customer-specific advertisement data based, at least in part, on

said customer information (i.e. data regarding sites of interest to the customer)

(col. 5 lines 50-54) and on said first information (i.e. the customer selects to

continue viewing a particular advertisement) (col. 4 lines 45-67); and an

information receiving terminal accessible by said customer, constructed and

arranged to receive said first information data via said first information transfer

path and said customer-specific advertisement data via said second information

transfer path (i.e. a television or computer) (col. 5 lines 33-40 and col. 5 lines 67

to col. 6 lines 11), wherein said first information path and said second information

path are different from one another (i.e. a television or computer) (col. 5 lines 33-

40 and col. 5 lines 67 to col. 6 lines 11).

Bendinelli does not teach attributes of a customer including at least one

from the group consisting of the customer's age, customer's nationality, and

customer's gender. Sitnik teaches attributes of a customer including at least one
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from the group consisting of the customer's age (col. 1 lines 58 to col. 2 lines 4),

customer's nationality, and customer's gender (col, 1 lines 58 to col. 2 lines 4). It

would have been obvious to modify Bendinelli to include customer attributes such

as the customer's age and gender to allow for better customer targeting for

advertisers.

6. In reference to claim 13, Bendinelli teaches,an information providing

method, comprising: storing a customer data representing attributes of a

customer (i.e. storing data regarding sites of interest to the customer) (col. 5 lines

50-54); transmitting advertisement data via a first information transfer path (i.e.

television program sent via an antenna, a cable network, or a satellite receiver)

(col. 5 lines 7-13), and a customer-specific advertisement data based on said

advertisement data and said customer data and having a destination address

corresponding to said specific customer via a second information transfer path

(column 2 lines 24-30 and column 6 lines 31-39) (which disclose that when a

tuner card is used, the television picture is displayed in one window on the

computer and the URL and webpage are displayed in another window, and

therefore, the set top box would need to have the communication address of the

computer on which to show this information on in different windows. Even in

general, when a person watches a pay per view movie from a set top box, the

cable company needs to know the destination address where this programming

will be sent, so Bendinelli's set top box can provide the destination address

where the video should be sent and the set top box can provide the address of a

computer where the information can be displayed)] and receiving said
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advertisement data and said customer-specific advertisement data first

information and said second information via said first and second information

transfer paths respectively at an information receiving terminal associated with

said customer (i.e. a television or computer) (col. 5 lines 33-40 and col. 5 lines 67

to col. 6 lines 11), wherein, said transmitting of said advertisement is to a plurality

of customers and said transmitting of said customer-specific advertisement is, in

accordance with said destination address, to said.information receiving terminal

(i.e. information is sent to the television or computer), and wherein said first

information transfer path, and said second information transfer path are different

from one another (i.e. a television or computer) (col. 5 lines 33-40 and col. 5 lines

67 to col. 6 lines 11).

Bendinelli does not teach attributes of a customer including at least one

from the group consisting of the customer's age, customer's nationality, and

customer's gender. Sitnik teaches attributes of a customer including at least one

from the group consisting of the customer's age (col. 1 lines 58 to col. 2 lines 4),

customer's nationality, and customer's gender (col. 1 lines 58 to col. 2 lines 4). It

would have been obvious to modify Bendinelli to include customer attributes such

as the customer's age and gender to allow for better customer targeting for

advertisers.

7. In reference to claim 26, Bendinelli teaches the information providing

system, wherein the first information providing means includes a broadcasting

system (i.e. an antenna, a cable network, or a satellite receiver) (col. 5 lines 7-

13) and said second information providing means is an information management
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center (i.e. a network) (col. 3 lines 57-col. 4 lines 8 and col. 5 lines 63 to col. 6

lines 11).

8. In reference to claim 27, Bendinelli teaches the information providing

system, wherein the first information transfer path is a wireless media (i.e. a

satellite receiver) (col. 5 lines 7-13) and the second information transfer path

includes a wired network (col. 3 lines 57-col. 4 lines 8 and col. 5 lines 63 to col. 6

lines 11).

9. In reference to claim 28, Bendinelli teaches the information providing

system, further comprising means for said customer to send a response request

for said customer-specific advertisement data to wherein said second information

providing means (i.e. customer can select a particular URL using a keyboard,

mouse, and a remote control) (col. 4 lines 45-67 and col.5 lines 54-57), and

wherein said means for generating and transmitting said customer-specific

advertisement data transmits said customer-specific advertisement data in

response to receiving said response request (i.e. customer can view the selected

advertisement and stop the ongoing display of advertisements) (col. 4 lines 45-

67).

10. Claims 29 and 31 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103 (a) as being

unpatentable over Bendinelli in view of Grapes.

In reference to claim 29, Bendinelli teaches the information providing

system (col. 3 lines 57-col. 4 lines 8, col. 5 lines 7-13, and col. 5 lines 63 to col. 6

lines 11) further comprising: means for said customer to send a response

request, via said second transfer path for said customer-specific advertisement
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data to said second information providing means, and for including with said

response request a data identifying said customer and identifying said pre-

determined advertisement (i.e. customer can select to view a specific

advertisement and stop the ongoing display of advertisements) (col. 4 lines 45-

67). Bendinelli does not teach the system comprising evaluation means for

sending reward data to said customer based, at least in part, on said customer

sending said response request via said second .information transfer path.

Grapes teaches evaluation means for sending reward data to said customer

based, at least in part, on said customer sending said response request via said

second information transfer path (i.e. data is evaluated regarding customer and

transaction history and coupons are issued to influence purchasing) (abstract,

col. 8 lines 13-16, col. 9 lines 1-14, col. 14 lines 41-44 and 51-53, and col. 15

lines 14-18). It would have been obvious to modify Bendinelli to include

evaluation means for sending reward data to said customer based, at least in

part, on said customer sending said response request via said second

information transfer path in order to enable advertisers to provide incentives to

customers for buying their advertised products.

11. In reference to claim 31 , Bendinelli teaches the information providing

system further comprising: means for said customer to send a viewing response

data identifying receipt of said advertisement data (i.e. the customer can select

an advertisement by clicking on it with a mouse, a keyboard, or with a remote,

and the list of the selected advertisements can be stored on the set-top box) (col.

5 lines 50-57); means for collecting a database of said viewing response data
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(i.e. a list of advertisements clicked on by the customer is maintained in the set-

top box) (col. 5 lines 50-54). Bendinelli does not teach a means for analyzing

said viewing response data to generate an evaluation data representing statistics

of customer viewing of said pre-determined advertisement. Grapes teaches a

means for analyzing said viewing response data to generate an evaluation data

representing statistics of customer viewing of said pre-determined advertisement

(col. 8 lines 13-16, col. 9 lines 8-13, and col. 14 lines 39-48). It would have been

obvious to modify Bendinelli to include a means for analyzing said viewing

response data to generate an evaluation data representing statistics of customer

viewing of said pre-determined advertisement in order to enable advertisers to

evaluate and analyze relevant markets and the customer response rate to

advertisements.

Response to Arguments

12. After careful review of Applicant's remarks/arguments filed on 05/01/2007,

the Applicant's arguments with respect to claims 1 , 2, 13, 21, 26-29, and 31 are

presented for examination and have been fully considered but are moot in view

of the new ground(s) of rejection. Amendments to the claims have been entered

and considered.

13. The previously made rejections under 35 USC § 1 12 have been removed

in view of the amendment by applicant.

14. Applicant argues that Bendinelli lacks structure and functions meetings the

broadest reasonable meaning of Applicant's claim elements and their recited

arrangement for performing the function of storing customer information. The
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Examiner respectfully disagrees with the Applicant, since with regards to this,

first of all the preamble in claim 1 states an information providing means having

means for storing customer information data, and this is a very broad claim, and

the set top box in Bendinelli or any processor can fit this requirement of an

information providing means for storing customer information data, i.e. websites

visited by the customer. Furthermore, in the Applicant's figure 5, it is illustrated

that the user terminal can receive an input by a remote control, and in a set top

box, you can receive input, (i.e. a channel selection), entered in by the user

through the use of a remote control. Therefore, the set top box is capable of

receiving input and storing customer information, and meets the functional and

structural requirements of the Applicant's claimed invention.

1 5. The Applicant argues that Bendinelli's set-top box and decoder do not

transmit any customer specific advertisement based on, or to a destination based

on, "a destination address (or) customer address corresponding to said

customer." Applicant further states that in Bendinelli, URL's are sent as text to

the user's television, and if the user enters a command, the browser visits the

corresponding webpage and sends the content to only the user's computer or

television. First of all, the claim destination or customer address, and hence

does not mean multiple addresses or an address different than the customer

address. The Examiner additionally respectfully disagrees and would to point to

column 2 lines 24-30 and column 6 lines 31-39 which disclose that when a tuner

card is used, the television picture is displayed in one window on the computer

and the URL and webpage are displayed in another window, and therefore, the
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set top box would need to have the communication address of the computer on

which to show this information on in different windows. Even in general, when a

person watches a pay per view movie from a set top box, the cable company

needs to know the destination address where this programming will be sent, so

Bendinelli's set top box can provide the destination address where the video

should be sent and the set top box can provide the address of a computer where

the information can be displayed.

16. Applicants additional remarks are addressed to new limitations in the

claims and have been addressed in the rejection necessitated by the

amendments.

Point of Contact

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from

the examiner should be directed to Namrata (Pinky) Boveja whose telephone

number is 571-272-8105. The examiner can normally be reached on Mon-Fri,

8:30 am to 5:00 pm.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the

examiner's supervisor, Eric Stamber can be reached on 571-272-6724. The

Central FAX number for the organization where this application or proceeding is

assigned is 571-273-8300.
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